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131 TA’s Needed for Fall!

• Need responsible TA’s/mentors for 131 for the 
fall
- Hold consulting hours in evening

- Grade

- Expect to hire 4 TA’s
• Looking for timely return of homework

Remote Method Invocation

• Distributed object applications need to:*
- Locate remote objects

- Communicate with remote objects

- Load class bytecodes for objects that are passed as 
parameters or return values

• More complex than w/RPC as it is harder to 
send objects (esp. from unknown classes)

*From Sun RMI documentation

Where use RMI?

• Typical example is client-server interaction 
where server is remote

• Remote object presents remote interface 
declaring methods of remote object

• Allows client code to use same syntax as local 
call.



Differences from local objects

• Clients only interact directly with remote 
interfaces, not classes.

• Remote arguments and return values are passed 
by copy, rather than being shared.

• Remote object itself is shared, not copied.

• Life gets more complicated when things fail

Using java.rmi.Remote

• public interface Remote{}  // no methods

• But remote interfaces must extend it.

• Remote methods must include “throws 
RemoteException” (or super-Exception)
- It is thrown when remote invocation fails, e.g., 

communication failure, failure during value 
marshalling or unmarshalling, or protocol errors

How it works

• Obtain access to remote object from registry

• Send messages to remote object

• Stub marshalls arguments (must implement 
Serializable) and sends to server.  Stub 
unmarshalls return value.  Objects can be sent!

• If new classes specified as parameters or return 
type, dynamically load appropriate classes.
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• Objects encapsulate state & methods

• Subtyping

• Inheritance

• Self-reference

- Provides dynamic method invocation with more power!

What makes O-O Languages 
Special?



Luca Cardelli:  
"If there is no 'self' in a 
language then it is not 

object-oriented."
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• Are objects more than records with function 
components?

• What provides real power?

• How can semantics and type theory help?

• Focus on class-based O-O languages like 
Smalltalk, Eiffel, & Java

- Multi-method languages are quite different

What’s the Big Deal?
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public class Squares {
! private FramedRect outer, inner;

public Squares(Location upleft, int size, 
             DrawingCanvas canvas){...}

public void move(int dx, int dy) {
outer.move(dx,dy);
inner.move(dx,dy);

}
public void moveTo(int x, int y) {

this.move(x - outer.getX(),
          y - outer.getY());

}
}

Defining a Class
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public class Squares {
    private FramedRect outer, inner;

public Squares(Location upleft, int size, 
             DrawingCanvas canvas){...}

public void move(int dx, int dy) {
outer.move(dx,dy);
inner.move(dx,dy);

}
public void moveTo(int x, int y) {

this.move(x - outer.getX(),
          y - outer.getY());

}
}

Instance Variables
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public class Squares {
! private FramedRect outer, inner;

public Squares(Location upleft, int size, 
             DrawingCanvas canvas){...}

public void move(int dx, int dy) {
outer.move(dx,dy);
inner.move(dx,dy);

}
public void moveTo(int x, int y) {

this.move(x - outer.getX(),
          y - outer.getY());

}
}

Constructor
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public class Squares {
! private FramedRect outer, inner;

public Squares(Location upleft, int size, 
             DrawingCanvas canvas){...}

public void move(int dx, int dy) {
outer.move(dx,dy);
inner.move(dx,dy);

}
public void moveTo(int x, int y) {

this.move(x - outer.getX(),
          y - outer.getY());

}
}

Methods
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Suppose f(x) : D → D, 

then d ∈ D is a fixed point iff f(d) = d.   

Say f is a generator of the fixed point.

Ex:  if f(x) = x*x then 0 & 1 are fixed points 
because f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1. 

Defining Fixed Points
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Let F(g) = fn(n). if n = 0 then 1 else n*g(n-1)
where g: Integer ! Integer.

then F(succ) = fn(n). if n = 0 then 1 
                                           else n*succ(n-1)

Suppose fact is a fixed point of F:  fact = F(fact).

then fact = fn(n). if n = 0 then 1 else n*fact(n-1)

A More Interesting Example

F(fact) 
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Fixed Point Notation

• Write µd. f(d) to stand for the "least" fixed 
point of f.

- I.e., if a = µd. f(d) then a = f(a)

• We will understand "this" in O-O languages as 
a fixed point!
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First naive view of objects:

[[new Squares(...)]] = 

            ({ outer = ...,   // no mention of this
                 inner = ... } " 
               { move = fun(dx,dy). this.outer.move()..., 
                 moveTo = fun(x,y). this.move(...) })

Understanding Objects

where this = ({ outer = ...} "   
                   { move = fun(dx,dy). this.outer.move()...})
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Alternatively:

[[new Squares(…)]] 

  = µ this. ({ outer = ...,   // no mention of this
                 inner = ... }"    
               { move = fun(dx,dy). this.outer.move(…..., 
                 moveTo = fun(x,y). this.move(...) })

Defines mutually recursive methods.

Objects Are Fixed Points
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• Classes serve many roles:

- Types

- Generators of new objects

- Extensible to form new generators

Classes Are Generators
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public class OvalSquares extends Squares {
   private FramedOval center;

   public OvalSquares(Location upleft, 
         int size, DrawingCanvas canvas) {
      super(upleft, size, canvas);  
      center = new FramedOval(...);
   }
   public void move(int dx, int dy) {
      super.move(dx, dy);  // old move 
      center.move(dx, dy);
   }
}

Subclass

What happens to moveTo?
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Meaning of this is not bound in classes

Semantics of moveTo changes (indirectly) in OvalSquares

class Squares = µ this. SQ(this)

class OvalSquares = µ this. OSQ(this) 
    where OSQ extends SQ.

Objects formed as fixed points of SQ and OSQ.

Classes Are Generators of Fixed 
Points
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sq = new Squares(...);
sq = µ this. SQ(this)

osq = new OvalSquares(...);
osq = µ this'. OSQ(this')  // meaning of this changed!

where super = SQ(this') // uses new this' in body

Objects From Subclasses
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T <: U iff any object of type T can masquerade as 
object of type U

More formally, subsumption rule:  

T <: U & o :  T    ⇒    o : U

Java Interfaces & extension

Subtyping
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S’ ! T’  <: S ! T
iff

S <: S’  and  T’ <: T.

Subtyping Function Types

fS TS’ T’f’

Contravariant for parameter types.
Covariant for result types.
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ObjType { mi : T’i }1 ≤ i ≤ n <:  ObjType { mi : Ti }1 ≤ i ≤ k

iff

k ≤ n and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,   T’i <: Ti.

Can add extra methods and specialize method types!

Method parameters can vary contravariantly, 
              return types covariantly.

Subtyping Object Types
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• C++ & Java 5 allow covariant changes to 
return types. No change to parameter types

• Suppose you don’t care if subclass gives a 
subtype.  Do you still need restrictions?

- Saw answer is yes, because mutually recursive.

Restriction on Subclass Changes class Example {
      :
    void m(...) {... this.n(s) ...}
    T n(S x) {...}
}

class SubExample extends Example {
    T’ n(S’ x) {...}
    void newMeth(...) {...}
}

What is relationship of new type of n to old if want 
type safety?
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Method type in subclass must be subtype of 
method type in superclass for safety:

Covariant change allowed in return type

Contravariant change in parameter type  

Restriction on Subclass Changes

Because definition of this is fixed point 
involving old and new method bodies!
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Methods must be meaningful in all possible 
subclasses.

[[class(i:I,m:M)]] =
     # M’ <:  [[M]]. # IR’ <:  [[Iref]].  

 [[i]] " ($(this : IR’ " (IR’ ! M’)).  [[m]])

         initial values                    methods
of instance variables

Semantics of Classes?
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[[new Squares(…)]] = 

    { outer = ref ..., inner = ref ... } 

                                                               "

      µ (fm : [[Iref]] ! [[M]]).  
         $(inst : [[Iref]]).
              { move = fun(dx,dy). inst.outer..., 
                 moveTo = fun(x,y).〈inst,fm.move(...) }

Semantics of Objects

Method suite can be shared between objects 
! of same type. 32

Suppose [[obj]] = %i,fm〉

then [[obj.p(…)]] = fm(i).p(...)

In objects, methods fixed -- parameterized by suite 
of instance variables, not this.

Sending Messages
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• Fixed points are key to understanding O-O 
languages.

• Classes are extensible generators of fixed 
points.

• Subtyping and fixed points explain restrictions 
on subclasses

- Even though subtyping distinct concept.

Summary


